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Title word cross-reference

#09111 [1814]. #AM01053M  
[1862, 1877, 1904]. #better_5X8_els [1856]. #BIS [3184].  
#BIS-hardness [3184]. #CSP  
[2696, 2908, 3508]. # confidentM  
[1893]. #HA03022M [1860, 1875].  
#HA05062N [1876]. #HA05062O [1849, 1861]. #HA06043M  
[1892, 1871, 1889]. #HA08111M [1846].  
#P [1195, 3598, 1261, 1264].  
#praise_5X8_els.pdf [1832].  
#sciencejobs_N [1802].

#P [1373]. (1 + 1/dim ϵ) [1590]. (1 ± ϵ) [3581].  
(2 − 7/(3p + 1)). [2414]. (2^m) [1306].

(s, t) [1475]. 0(n) [1160]. 1 [270]. 1 − L [1371, 924]. 12n^2 [450]. 2 [3525, 3184, 3798, 2191, 1048, 3402, 1500, 3364, 2034, 2993, 834, 2473, 3101]. {2, 3} [2843]. 2 − ϵ [2353]. 2^{0.802m} [3693]. 2^{2^n} [445]. 2^{O(n^{1/3})} [1977]. 3 [1920, 3773, 2242, 2827, 2374, 1961, 2825, 1071, 1133].


Ax = ABx [377]. b [3253]. β [3444]. \cdot [3418].

d [2527, 1362, 3256, 3563]. δ [3553]. f_p [2154].

c [1551, 2617, 1864, 1693]. g [3312]. H [3727, 3701, 1019]. K [1320, 2756, 191, 3494, 1300, 1546, 3286, 2357].
3085, 3590, 1788, 2535, 1940, 199, 2491, 3803, 3256, 1188, 3603, 3754, 961, 3252, 3394, 1681, 1398, 2805, 3506, 2690, 1399, 585.
\( L \) \([541, 433, 314]\). \( L = \{ a^i : i \geq 0 \} \) \([772]\). \( L_{\infty} \) \([3358, 1736, 2474]\). \( L_\rho \) \([3344]\). \( \lambda \) \([2997]\).
\( \log^* n + O(1) \) \([1735]\). \( \log n \) \([473]\). \( M \) \([708, 1294]\). \( N^n \) \([174]\). \( Z_m \) \([2157, 704]\). \( Z_m \) \([1196]\). \( Z_m \) \([1486]\). \( \mathcal{F} \) \([3629]\). \( \mu \) \([3127]\). \( N \) \([1293, 655, 1433, 2780, 3717, 2135, 1792, 229, 895]\). \( n^2 \) \([2135]\). \( N^m \) \([1597]\). \( n \log n \) \([751]\).
\( O(\log V \log^2 V) \) \([566]\). \( O(\log^2 n) \) \([847]\).
\( O(\log^{3/2} n) \) \([1422]\). \( O(\log \log V) \) \([960]\).
\( O(n) \) \([2370]\). \( O(M(n^2)) \) \([1488]\).
\( O(n) \) \([1359, 3350]\). \( O(n^{1.5} \sqrt{\log n}) \) \([938]\).
\( O(n^{\log \log n}) \) \([1268]\).
\( O(n \log \log n) \) \([1311]\).
\( O(n \log n) \) \([1864, 1359, 1430]\). \( O(|V| \log |V|) \) \([1475]\).
\( O_n \) \([3717]\). \( \omega \) \([2678, 3196, 242, 416, 417, 443, 909, 722]\). \( \omega^2 \) \([298]\).
\( \omega^n \) \([460]\).
\( q = 7 \) \([38]\). \( r \) \([3243]\).
\( s \) \([1427, 585]\). \( S^{1/2} \) \([1565]\).
\( \Sigma^i_n \) \([1552]\). \( \Sigma_2 \) \([895]\).
\( st \) \([3350]\). \( \subseteq \) \([1565]\). \( t \) \([1427, 3205]\). \( T^w \) \([469]\).
\( \Theta(n \log^2 n) \) \([1426]\). \( V \log V \) \([213]\). \( W[2] \) \([1940]\).
\( X + Y \) \([641]\). \( Z^2 \) \([3101]\).

\* \([159]\).

-acyclic \([344]\). -anonymous \([3085]\).
-Approval \([3343]\). -approximation \([2191, 3581, 3620]\). -arc \([3252]\). -armed \([2756]\). -ary \([1792]\). -automata \([909]\).
-Biased \([1551]\). -bit \([2998]\). -bound \([2135]\).
-cheatable \([1141]\). -chromatic \([3253]\). -closeness \([1141]\). -cluster \([3563]\).
-Clustering \([3603]\). -CNFs \([2357]\). -colorable \([1920]\). -Complete \([1371, 1940, 1552]\). -complex \([1019]\).
-Computations \([443]\). -connected \([834, 3670]\). -connectivity \([1133]\).
-construction \([708]\). -context-free \([416]\).
-cores \([3754]\). -D \([3525]\). -Depth \([1320]\).
-Dimensional \([1339, 2780, 1362]\). -distinct \([3394]\). -Edge \([3758]\).
-Edge/vertex-connected \([3758]\).
-extendible \([2997]\). -extra \([3312]\).
-Extraconnectivities \([2843]\). -Feature \([1940]\). -Flows \([1475]\). -Free \([1693, 2374, 1864, 3727, 3701]\).
-Group \([1359]\). -hard \([1085]\). -Hitting \([2527]\). -hub \([3367]\). -hyperbolic \([3553]\). -internal \([2535]\).
-languages \([416, 417, 722]\). -Leaf \([2491]\).
-letter \([2135]\). -Limit \([3127]\). -Majority \([3494]\). -MCFL \([3101, 3717]\). -Means \([2805]\).
-Median \([1788]\). -min-wise \([3256]\). -Minor-Free \([3629]\). -MST \([1546]\).
-Nilpotent \([1048]\). -norm \([2474, 3344]\). -numbering \([3350]\). -page \([961]\). -parallel \([229]\). -party \([3798]\). -Process \([655]\). -query \([2034]\). -random \([2617]\). -regular \([3773, 2678, 3196]\). -Resolution \([3470]\).
-SAT \([2242, 2473, 2357, 1681]\). -secluded \([3803]\). -server \([3286, 1188]\). -space \([161]\).
-spin \([3184]\). -subcolorable \([3364]\).
-systems \([298]\). -tapes \([242, 460]\). -Term \([1300, 3506, 2690]\). -Testability \([1500]\).
-transducers \([426, 289]\). -trees \([858]\).
-tuple \([2993]\). -type \([417]\). -Uniform \([3205]\). -valued \([655]\). -vertex \([2535]\). -Way \([270]\).

/= \([1461]\).

0 \([535]\).

1 \([535]\). -1-center \([3190]\). -1-convexes \([174]\). -1-median \([3248, 3190]\).
1.375-approximation \([3564]\). 1.5-approximation \([2080]\).
1.75-approximation \([2305]\). 1/2 \([2236]\). 1971 \([85]\). 1994 \([1378]\). 1Heads \([942]\).
2 \([3171, 2671, 2522]\). 2-CSP \([3171, 2671]\). 2-Sat \([2671]\). 2013 \([3301]\). 2015 \([3465]\).
2017 \([3576]\). 2020 \([3542, 3567, 3537, 3520, 3528, 3556, 3548]\). 2021 \([3622, 3658, 3578, 3613, 3594, 3599, 3651, 3637]\). 2022 \([3713, 3738, 3666, 3703]\).

35th [2029]. 3rd [2525].

46th [3610].

571 [1605].

65 [2926]. 66 [2185].

73 [2359]. 74 [2469]. 75 [2501]. 78 [3109].

81 [3187]. 82 [3199].

9th [2971, 3465, 1378].

= [1461, 978].


ACC [1161]. accelerated [325].


Cyclic-routing [3461]. cycling [126]. cylindric [729]. Cylindrical [172].

D

Data [3169, 3319, 1298, 1686, 2633, 809, 737, 1767, 1636, 1402, 1353, 1279, 1407, 3240, 1071, 711, 3406].


Database [1881, 1341, 2256, 1529, 1483, 1530, 1567, 1279, 1407, 732, 1027, 1061, 2590, 890, 1081, 731, 1110, 1170, 3138, 1065, 2859, 764, 3210, 2340, 2269, 2048, 854, 1125].


decaying [2258]. December [3500, 3567, 3658, 3738, 3799].

decentralized [2576, 1043, 3144, 2938, 2330, 3088].


Decidable [3440, 3499, 1516, 3196, 3625, 865, 2546, 189].


Decision-Theoretic [1455]. Declustering [1387, 3062].

Decodable [3331, 2034]. Decoding [1776, 2001]. decomposability [41].

Decomposable [482, 209, 2063, 570].

Decomposing [1022, 718]. Decomposition [3392, 1755, 2499, 890, 2672, 3539, 647, 71, 262, 2405, 366, 2871, 46, 17, 3137, 5].

decomposition-based [3137].

decomposition-parameters [3539].

Decompositions [1768, 3790, 3132, 1170, 574, 2197, 2264].

decrease [2031]. Dedalus [2985].

Dedicated [591]. Deductive [1289, 1667, 1410, 968, 967, 1214].

deduplication [3121]. defenders [3391].


defining [2714]. Definition [1529, 3412, 478, 2933]. definitional [13].

Definitions [1321, 2388, 754, 2714].

degenerative [3511]. Degree [1433, 1520, 397, 1920, 2155, 3804, 3184, 1171, 3209, 3588,


Interpretation [2511, 1023, 178].
interpretation-oriented [178].
interpretations [479, 255, 721, 560]. interpreter [626]. Interpreters [231].
Intersection [1242, 1431, 1368, 1666, 3684, 1975].
intersections [829, 2565, 2004, 2328, 2431].
Interval [1293, 2467, 1758, 2921, 2427, 2833, 3706, 385, 3396, 3584, 2483, 581, 2900, 2909].
Interval-valued [2467, 2921, 2900, 2909].
Intervals [1776, 1336].
intractability [981, 3682]. intractable [842].
Intrinsic [1344, 1719, 1928, 2754]. Intrinsically [2780].
Introduction [3014, 2422].
introspection [374]. intrusion [3084, 2772, 2929, 2930]. intuitionistic [1964, 2059, 2239, 2796, 2909].
IoT-enabled [3116]. IP [2208, 3554, 3759, 1557, 2836].
Isolation [1587, 2357, 124, 1189]. isomorphic [3804].
Isomorphism [1382, 1371, 1518, 2526, 1600, 654, 1436, 1359, 2558, 1048, 2283, 666, 1096, 213, 1868, 2185, 2297, 493, 948].
Isomorphisms [924, 2122, 451].
isoperimetric [3521]. isotonic [3358].
Issue [3319, 2153, 2739, 2960, 3175, 3230, 3112, 2118, 2430, 2766, 3135, 1378, 2677, 3142, 3004, 274, 2572, 2590, 2422, 3677, 2514, 3454, 345, 2325, 3465, 2863, 188, 2363, 3014, 2801, 136, 2302, 2029, 3150, 214, 3636, 2091, 2269, 2831, 2600, 2336]. Issues [1629, 1640, 1640, 1654, 1664, 1673, 1683, 1691, 1699, 1708, 1718, 1728, 1739, 1749, 1762, 1773, 1781, 1790, 1801, 3276, 1531, 2186, 2195, 2217, 2230, 2244, 2253, 2266, 3054].
item [3093]. Iterated [1397, 1825, 2926, 742]. iteration [400, 708, 1143, 1144, 230, 715, 911, 1014, 215].
Iterative [2191, 352, 2901, 499, 975, 181, 259, 710].
J [468, 2359, 2926, 2185, 3199, 3109, 2469, 2501, 3187]. Java [2074]. JCSS [2504, 2831].
job [2806, 2406]. jobs [353, 3357, 2574, 3703, 3760].
juntas [2002]. justification [2973, 968].
justifications [2974].
Keyed [1571]. Keys [573, 3195, 472].
klee-ne-like [1203]. knapsack [3709, 2030, 365, 3702, 450]. knot [1944].
knots [2654]. Know [1511, 3641, 3516].
Knowledge [1397, 1522, 1610, 1055, 2159, 943, 1147, 964, 3585, 2655].
Knowledgebase [1411]. Knuth [605, 3783]. Kolmogorov [2559, 1712, 1434, 1226, 3729, 1627, 3621, 1099].


[3156]. Minimality [1755]. minimax [48].
minimise [3587]. Minimization
[1256, 2358, 325, 2663, 3043, 2566, 351, 2432, 2532, 2482, 2271]. Minimize
[1335, 1982, 3357]. Minimizing
[2146, 2292, 3616, 743, 2441]. Minimum
[943, 272, 1316, 1607, 1118, 141, 1734, 3705, 3493, 3804, 1949, 3429, 3132, 2683, 2954, 1804, 2223, 2542, 2191, 3501, 1192, 1943, 947, 1133]. Minimum-complexity [1118].
minimum-cost [2191]. minimum-length [3132]. Mining [1539, 2814, 2729, 2818, 2485, 2481, 3323, 2898, 2895]. minmax
[3570, 3096, 3421, 2540]. Minor
[3629, 2759, 2925, 3027]. minors
[3533, 2020]. mismatches [3590]. miss
[399]. Misses [1706]. missing [3768].
Mobility [2578, 2209, 2625, 3021]. mobility-based [2209]. Möbius [3155].
MOD [3418, 1470, 2012, 1294]. modal
[3304, 2530, 830]. modalities [778]. mode
[3117, 2722]. Model
[3308, 2580, 1780, 1399, 1659, 2876, 2177, 1416, 1668, 2682, 1442, 1619, 1453, 3052, 2313, 1023, 1172, 2903, 2804, 3008, 1898, 2174, 3346, 3339, 2207, 3131, 2905, 3341, 2308, 729, 2214, 3736, 2854, 1158, 2210, 3053, 1229, 3389, 3455, 2447, 259, 3585, 3581, 2071, 2734, 1088, 2074, 2356, 2679, 622, 2522, 2427, 2838, 2516, 2567, 2743, 2770, 3005, 3086, 503, 1131]. Model-Based [1619, 2854, 2427].
Model-checking
[3308, 2177, 2682, 2903, 2905]. Model-driven [3052]. modelers [2711].
Modeling
[3234, 2249, 3117, 2837, 3051, 3728, 2208,
2956, 2621, 2625, 2331, 2885, 3056].
partitioning [3122, 3205, 2826, 3369].
passenger [3199, 3146]. passing [3063, 512].
Password [2199, 2198, 2795, 2694, 2182, 2377].
password-authenticated [2198].
password-only [2694]. passwords [2795, 2416].
password-based [2199].
Path [1912]. Paths [1290]. Path-contractions [3443].
Paths [1295]. Path [1568, 1423, 1514, 1607, 3327, 3298, 3691].
pathology [1290]. pathologies [1290].
pattern-based [2594]. pattern-finding [2594].
Pattern [1155]. patterns [1155].
patterned [2912]. pattern-based [2594].
particles [467]. particle [1536].
payoff [2836]. payoffs [2836].
PCP [3770]. PCPs [2819].
PCP-based [2199].
PCP-based [2199].
PCP-based [2199].
PCP-based [2199].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
physical [2819]. physically [3752].
Querying 2034, 2144, 2529, 2858, 2815, 2073, 1153, 2597, 1836, 1465, 1326, 1351, 970, 2155, 2293, 3310, 1513, 1653, 1543, 1324, 1463, 1275, 1504, 3135, 1542, 1341, 1497, 1406, 1769, 1259, 2856, 2367, 987, 3490, 1065, 2665, 733, 3258, 3366, 1100, 966, 3210, 2860, 2720, 2865, 3120, 2048, 3136, 774, 3302.

Questions R-trivial [532]. quorum [532, 2706].


R [532, 2706]. R-automata [2706].

R-trivial [532]. R.E. [559].


RAM [631]. RAMs [1784, 600]. Ramsey [2193, 1678]. Ramsey-type [2193].


rating [3277]. ratio [3451, 2286, 3410]. Rational [1456, 1124, 668, 109, 759]. rationality [3425, 328]. rationals [3197].

ratiouelles [506]. ratios [399]. RDBMS [3327]. re [2576, 3159, 3644, 3009]. re-clustering [2576]. re-encryption [3009].

Re-Revisited [3159]. re-signature [3644]. re-signatures [3644]. reach [3575, 2559].

Reachability [1841, 3608, 1474, 1295, 3295, 2225, 3634, 2841, 3587, 3633, 3384, 3488, 3489].

Reactive [2712]. Read [1267, 1491, 1611, 3115, 896, 2023, 2105].

Read-Abortion [3115]. Read-Once [1267, 1491, 2023]. read-once-only [896].


Real-Time [1659, 2249, 171, 2947, 915, 3122, 3011, 2543, 2823, 2250, 3100, 2730, 768, 2251, 3022, 633].


reals [2617, 3699, 2284, 3197]. realtime [249]. rearrangeable [464].

Rearrangement [2464]. rearrangements [1812]. Rearranging [973]. Reasoning [2463, 1585, 1180, 964, 2158, 1099, 544].

rebalancing [1228]. receivers [2936].
Remarks [1900, 1492, 601, 703, 95, 1089, 493, 505].
Reminiscences [707, 706]. remote [2339].
Representation [2617, 1327, 702, 649, 3619, 877, 3745, 2651, 719, 866, 459, 2691, 2918, 2289].
Representations [1506, 1324, 2684, 1309, 3577, 795, 488, 2655, 992]. Representative [3168]. Representing [2612, 2044].
Routing [1631, 1684, 1441, 1399, 783, 1705,
Selection [1710, 2955, 1326, 960, 1026, 221, 3248, 749, 641, 871, 950, 3138, 2342, 3145].

Selective [1604, 1376, 3612, 1375, 2844, 621].

Selectivity [1355, 1839, 684].

selector [792].

Self [1772, 1556, 1744, 2963, 1034, 1166, 1376, 1583, 3178, 916, 1375, 1319, 1087, 3072, 3807, 2578, 2811, 25, 3791, 3720, 2544, 2956, 3411, 2818, 2912, 1929, 2105, 2405, 2133, 684, 2871, 2211, 1200, 336, 2810].

Self-adaptive [2963, 2818].

self-adjoint [25].

self-assembly [3807, 3791, 2912].

Self-Confident [1744].

self-correcting [1200].

self-destruction [2810].

Self-Join [1772].

self-organised [2578].

Self-organizing [916].

Self-Reducibility [1375, 1034, 684].

self-reference [3072].

Self-routing [1319].

Self-similar [197x252].

Self-similarity [1087].

Self-Stabilizing [1556, 1583, 3720, 2956, 2105, 2133, 2871].

Self-testing [1166].

Self-testing/correcting [1166].

self-witnessing [1929].

Semantic [1324, 2858, 1650, 2732, 855, 2506, 2714, 3341, 3531, 3359, 1018, 2595].

Semantics [2653, 527, 1667, 595, 1408, 1531, 1437, 1278, 3074, 2711, 68, 1039, 1064, 3165, 856, 3293, 2508, 516, 3075, 2510, 2522, 1851, 510, 1214, 917]. SEMD [3225].

Semi [848, 2618, 3643, 3221, 1010, 225, 3313].

semi-FIFO [3313].

semi-matching [3221].

semi-modular [1010].

semi-partitioned [3643].

semi-polynomials [2618].

Semi-Random [848].

semi-Thue [225].

semiAFLs [158].

Semialgebraic [1605, 1572].

Seeds [3072].

Semideterministic [1407].

semigroup [394, 337].

Semigroups [679].

semilinear [139, 66, 3197, 98].

Semilinearity [1605, 1572, 1794].

Semirandom [1737].

Semiring-representations [795].

Semistructured [1648, 1770].

Sensing [2956, 3138, 1376, 1595, 1561, 1369, 1572, 2272, 1402, 1375, 1235, 1324, 1593, 1438, 1524, 3645, 877, 3309, 3689, 3127, 571, 458, 3555, 460, 550, 489, 2132, 2704].
Superdeterministic [514]. Superlinear [1254]. Superpositions [1457].

Supersequence [1945]. Superstrings [533].

Superposed [2804, 3086, 744]. Supported [2992]. Supporting [1671, 3236, 1231, 3121, 2521, 847, 2742].

Supports [759]. Synchronous [3576]. Surpassing [2029]. Survey [3576]. Syst [214].


Symmetric [2855]. Symbolic [835, 667, 1002]. Symbols [38].


Symmetry [1200, 3788, 2724]. Symposium [274, 345, 3647, 2029, 3576, 214, 250, 162].

delayed communication [288, 3647, 2029, 3576, 214, 250, 162].


Systematic [158]. Syntactic [158]. Syntax [58, 1437, 70, 3631, 508]. Syntax-directed [508].

Synthesis [2712, 3097, 2715, 1403, 3467, 623].

Synthesized [2855]. Synthesizers [1564]. Synthesizing [1686, 3541]. Syst [3199, 3109, 3187].

System [3319, 2359, 3112, 3379, 2926, 2185, 3135, 2469, 2501, 3378, 1755, 3082, 549, 3349, 919, 34, 2811, 3119, 712, 3084, 2745, 2612, 2944, 351, 2398, 2883, 2574, 536, 2609, 3156, 3261, 1124, 9, 2803, 3325, 618, 801, 747, 2871, 764, 2864, 2628, 903, 548, 2964, 3093, 649, 2953, 2835].

Systematic [2208, 351]. Systems [1428, 2249, 1604, 1687, 1659, 1265, 524, 674, 1544, 1752, 3014, 2766, 1530, 1336, 1704, 1484, 3240, 1380, 3004, 2850, 2884, 3063, 2344, 2206, 18, 3074, 7, 27, 3183, 2225, 3160, 2711, 2672, 3728, 2404, 2845, 882, 3184, 1850, 405, 1901, 2224, 172, 888, 2788, 2956, 23, 476, 541, 2863, 3097, 2207, 3610, 1225, 3122, 2728, 546, 111, 3035, 2320, 2731, 2176, 521, 463, 2238, 2135, 2793, 951, 225, 262, 3080, 3511, 803, 864, 19, 1863, 564, 3040, 2104, 3353, 3121, 3412, 3455, 1836, 2823, 2706, 298, 570, 2454, 2397, 3150, 3795, 2935, 2832, 318, 2577].

Systems [323, 2936, 2106, 583, 2910, 3, 3541, 826, 267, 487, 519, 2337, 952, 2822, 3316, 1103, 3208, 3046, 169, 2407, 2838, 2819, 2741, 322, 2251, 2600, 57, 2336, 3007, 3065, 917].

systems-on-chip [2956]. systolic [1203, 846, 801].

Table [1524, 3030, 1074, 3554, 1105]. Tables [1711, 1913, 1992, 522, 3242, 367, 2906].

tabledtop [3055]. Tabu [3113]. Tailored [1304]. take [622]. take-grant [622].

Taking [1374]. TAL [1488]. Taming [2368].

tampering [3329]. tandem [2044, 1807].

tangible [3055]. Tape [115, 35, 164, 207, 114, 36, 3513, 961, 125, 310, 598, 938, 91, 219, 286, 319, 768].

Tape-bounded [115, 114, 286].

tape-complexity [319]. Tape-reversal [35]. tapes [242, 460]. TARD [3280].

tardiness [2468]. target [3327, 3575, 2147].

Task [3382, 3122, 2731, 1902].

Task-specific [2731]. Task-structured [3382].

Tasks [1293, 1967, 2252, 2666].


Tchebycheff [177]. TCP [2213]. Teacher [1458, 1349].

Teaching [1236, 1334, 1442].

team [2366, 2364, 3053]. teams [2368].

Technical [2221]. Technique [1580, 2931, 2129, 34, 3314, 780, 981, 2057, 718, 3161, 112].

Techniques [391, 1183, 14, 3215, 2459, 2317, 830].

Temporal
[1542, 3462, 3514, 3566, 1313, 1274, 1778, 1336, 3575, 3650, 2579, 2520, 1138, 2689, 776, 3587, 3624, 3635, 3776, 1198, 755, 3772, 3674, 3642, 3794, 778, 1854, 2074, 2484, 3512].


tentative
[1300, 3506, 475, 1899, 2690, 695]. terminal
[3311, 3545]. termination
[837, 253, 861, 3649]. Terms
[1325, 1548, 2505, 2021, 1082, 125, 2511, 2981].

ternary [2659]. terrain [3553].

Tessellation [143, 186, 370, 358, 453, 482, 297, 260, 761, 153, 414, 90].

Tessellations [182]. Test
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